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Parapan American Games Presented

T

he presentation of the Guadalajara 2011
Parapan American Games, delivered at the
Annual International Paralympic Committee
Conference in Bonn, Germany, was a success.
Jorge Bermejo, Associate Director for the
Parapan American Games and Raul Arizaga,
Technical Coordinator for the Parapan American Games were in charge of delivering the
presentation to the technical delegates of
several International Federations as well as the
Medical Director for the International Paralympic Committee.

At the presentation, the COPAG representatives addressed several issues including sports venues, the competition program,
transportation, the Pan American Village,
sponsors, accreditations, visa processing and
the organizational chart.
As part of the Conference agenda, which ran
October 28-30, criteria and qualification processes were defined for Guadalajara 2011 and
the London 2012 Paralympic Games. Future
visits to Guadalajara by several Technical Delegates were also scheduled for the upcoming
months.
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Visits

USOC members visit Pan
American sporting venues

Praise for Guadalajara 2011 Advances

A

delegation from the United States Olympic Committee has
been inspecting the Pan American Games installations.
The United States Olympic Committee has made several visits
to Guadalajara, and they have expressed their awe for the advances made since their last visit, in particular to the Pan American Village, the Aquatics Center, and the recently opened Telcel
Tennis Stadium.
Leslie Gamez, US Olympic Committee Administrative Director of International Games informed that after four days in the
western Mexico city of Guadalajara, they have already visited
the Omnilife Stadium, venue where the opening ceremony of
the Pan American Games will take place.

“It has been the right decision, the stadium is beautiful,
and is very close to the Pan American Village, virtually next
to it,” said Leslie Gamez.
Other sites visited include CODE Paradero (for Track Cycling,
Shooting, and Weightlifting); the volleyball complex, the gymnastics complex as well as the construction site of the Village,
the Aquatics Center, and the Athletics Stadium.
“We are truly surprised with the advances shown in the Pan
American Village and it looks like the Aquatics Center will be
one of the most important sports venues in the Americas,”
added Gamez.
The US Committee visited Lagos de Moreno, in order to
check out the Baseball Stadium.

Visits

Brazil meets with members of COPAG.

Brazil Supervises Pan American Facilities

A

special delegation from the Brazilian Olympic Committee,
lead by Media Chief Claudio Mota, visited Guadalajara
in order to check on the advances presented during the last
PASO meeting, recently held in Acapulco.
“The new facilities, look very good, and the ones still in construction look good too, and the Pan American Village seems
to match the schedule presented at the meeting. We are definitely going back home with the idea that the Pan American
Games will be excellent,” stated Claudio Mota.
The Brazilian delegation included Jose Roberto Perillier,
General Manager for High Performance, Ana Mariza Ribeiro,
General Manager of International Relations, Bernard Rajz-

man, Mission Chief for Guadalajara 2011, Helbert Costa,
Manager of the Special Projects Office; and finally Gustavo
Harada, Sports Supervisor. They also visited the subsite cities
of Tapalpa, Ciudad Guzman, and Chapala.
“What we saw in the subsites is that the competition areas are good and very demanding. In Tapalpa, we think we
should consider sending our team early due to the fact that
the route seems to be quite difficult.
As for Ciudad Guzman, we did not get to see what we
wanted due to the current levels of the lake; therefore, a special delegation will have to come in the short term to check
on the issues pertaining to rowing and canoeing,” summed
up the Media Chief for Brazil’s Olympic Committee.

Visits
Canadian Olympic
Committee takes
a tour of the Pan
American Village.

Canada Praises COPAG

A

year after their last visit, the Canadian Olympic Committee
returned to Guadalajara to review advances in the organization and infrastructure for the XVI Pan American Games.
The team, led by Director of Operations Carla Anderson,
communicated their satisfaction with the advances shown and
expressed their gratitude for the work that has been done
to date. Anderson acknowledged the hard work that it takes
to organize an event like these Games after her own experience with the organization of the Vancouver Winter Olympic
Games in early 2010.
“We have seen 90% of the venues and we have an excellent
impression; for example, when I came last year, there were

venues for which construction hadn’t started yet and to
date, they seem to have advanced quite a lot,” explained
Anderson.
The Canadian Olympic Committee confirmed that they will
send their strong teams to the Guadalajara 2011 Games since
many of the disciplines are qualifiers for the London 2012
Olympic Games.
“We are really looking forward to arriving in Guadalajara
because we’re interested in the success of this event for everyone involved,” commented Carla Anderson.
The Director of Operations also presented her colleague,
Andrew Baker, who will be in charge of logistics for the Canadian representation during the Guadalajara 2011 Games.

Commercial Partners

Nissan will be in charge of athletes’ transportation during the Pan American Games

Nissan Mexico New Pan American Sponsor

S

howing interest for high performance sports, Nissan Mexico
is trying to get closer to all things related and as of today,
is an official sponsor for the XVI Pan American Games to be
celebrated October 14-140 in Guadalajara, Jalisco.
As such, Nissan Mexico is now part of this challenge and confirms its commitment to Mexico by supporting this competitive
event where athletes from 42 countries will demonstrate their
passion, discipline and commitment to sports. These happen to
be values Nissan also believes in.
The support offered by Nissan Mexico includes the availability
of more than 400 vehicles allocated to the transportation of
athletes, directors and organizers of the Pan American Games
during the 17 days of competition.

In addition, Nissan Mexico will have exclusive rights,
starting this year, for the name of the gymnastics stadium,
which will become known as the “Nissan Pan American Gymnastics Stadium.” The venue has seating capacity for 3,500
spectators who will witness competitions in artistic, rhythmic
and trampoline gymnastics.
“Nissan Mexico believes in Mexico and its athletes. We share
with them the essence of the Pan American competitive spirit.
That’s why we’re pleased to be a sponsor for this sporting
event that is of great importance to the American Continent.
Nissan has been chosen as an official sponsor specifically to
facilitate athlete transportation as our brand is associated with
performance and reliability“, commented José Muñoz, President and General Director of Nissan Mexico.

Commercial Partners

The Games have the best
in telecommunications.

Telmex Joins Games as Technology Sponsor

T

elmex was named a technology partner for the Guadalajara 2011 Pan American Games after an announcement
made at a meeting attended by Jalisco State Governor and
COPAG President Emilio González Márquez, COPAG General
Director Carlos Andrade Garín, COPAG Director of Sports
and Operations Ivar Sisniega Campbell, COPAG Marketing
Director Horacio de la Vega and Arturo Elias Ayub, Telmex
President and Director of Strategic Partnerships and Director
of the Telmex Foundation.
This strategic and commercial alliance is based on three
important points for the Guadalajara 2011 Pan American
Games which are to provide telephony services, internet and

a fiber optic network for communications and television
broadcasting. These services will be key since Telmex is
investing approximately $30M Mexican pesos for the installation of the fiber optic network thus making it easier for
everyone to participate in the events that will happen in
Guadalajara.
“We’re number one in technology in Mexico and we share
the national pride that our athletes do. We promise to bring
the best and most advanced technology event in October
2011,” commented Arturo Elias Ayub.
The Pan American Games Organizing Committee was visibly
happy about the accomplishments and advances presented
and with this technology provider one more circle is closed.

Suppliers

New Pan American suppliers were announced
in several press conferences.

Sign support with COPAG

T

he Mexican companies Comex, Esmeralda and Dormimundo
became in October in official suppliers of the Pan American
Games Guadalajara 2011.
The General Director of Comex, Leon Cohen Fernando Alvarez; General Director of Esmeralda; Oscar Ruesga, Director of
sales of Esmeralda and Joaquin Bueno Fidel, General Director of
Dormimundo announced the merger between the Organizing
Committee of the Pan American Games and these companies.
Dormimundo, Mexican company with more than 50 years of
experience in products for the rest, will be responsible for providing the more than 8,000 beds and mattresses to athletes,
coaches and delegates to house in the Villa Panamericana.

The agreement with Comex, provides among other things
offering all the Panamerican facilities; paintings, waterproofing, finishes, sealants and industrial products ecological.
Esmeralda, a company that made milk products with the highest quality, freshness, flavor, and hygiene, so now, the integrated
as a business partner will work to provide their food to the athletes, judges, volunteers and invited to the games.
In this way, increasingly Mexican companies are benefited
from the Pan American Games participating actively and helping the development and the organization of the Panamerican
Games.
The signatures of these conventions were chaired by the authorities of COPAG.

TV Production

ISB will broadcast
America’s Fiesta.

TV production deal is signed

T

he Pan American Games Organizing Committee (COPAG) has
taken a big step after its general director, Carlos Andrade
Garin, confirmed that ISB will be responsible for the television
production of the games. ISB is the same company that produces
the Olympic Games, and with whom a contract will be signed.
Andrade Garín commented that after a lengthy business
meeting in Spain, it was agreed that preparation work should
start immediately to meet all the requirements requested by
the Pan American Sports Organization (PASO) as soon as possible. These requirements were discussed during the most recent
PASO General Extraordinary Assembly, in Acapulco, Guerrero.

“This trip was made in order to check on the status of
the negotiations with the television producers since the deal
was somewhat stuck and time was of the essence. We discussed
what each party needed to do in order to move on with the
negotiation, and now we have a rather lengthy agenda in the
following months as we need to give the company all the information they need for the production,” stated Andrade Garín.
“However the hard work has already started, and we have
a full load of activities that we will need to be accomplished.
These include a series of issues that we will have to meet
starting today so that we have everything ready in three
months,” concluded Andrade Garin.

Promotion
Emilio Gonzalez
with athletes from
the state of Sonora.

Sonora and Chiapas Pledge Support
for the Games

W

ith the goal of promoting the XVI edition of the Pan
American Games Guadalajara 2011 throughout the
Mexican Republic, the State Governor of Jalisco, Emilio
González Márquez signed collaboration agreements with the
governors from the States of Sonora and Chiapas.
Guillermo Padrés Elías, Governor of Sonora, expressed that
it’s an honor to join forces with Jalisco in the making of America’s Fiesta.
The Jalisco Governor invited the people of Sonora to become part of this grand event.
Chiapas was the second state chosen by the Jalisco Gover-

nor to promote the Pan American Games with the signing of a collaboration agreement in the State’s capital,
Tuxtla Gutiérrez.
Juan José Sabines Guerrero, Governor of Chiapas, hosted
the ceremony which was also attended by COPAG General Director Carlos Andrade Garín as well as several athletes, sports
authorities, state representatives and leaders from various
governmental entities.
The agreements that have been signed to date, with the
States of Sonora and Chiapas, have helped to build a team
that will grow with additional states in order to carry out a
very solid edition of the Games and which will bring many
benefits to Mexico and the American Continent.

Agreements

COPAG and CANIRAC officers sign agreement.

“100 Pan American Restaurants” Join in

T

he Organizing Committee of the 2011 Guadalajara Pan
American Games (COPAG), and the National Chamber of
Restaurants and Savory Food (CANIRAC) signed an agreement called “100 Pan American Restaurants.”
The main objective of such agreement is to give the Micro businesses in town a boost, so that the benefit that this
sports event will bring trickles down to different kind of
business in Jalisco.
For the signing of the agreement were present Dr. Carlos
Andrade Garín, General Director of the Oganizing Commit-

tee of the Pan American Games; Alonso Ulloa Velez,
Secretary of Economic Promotion, and German Ralis
Cumplido, President of CANIRAC Jalisco.
“This is a clear example that shows the union prevailing
in the State, and that we can achieve big things when united, when it comes to improvements, and to organizing the
best Pan American Games” “I like the fact that the number
of people fighting for this project
is increasing, and we have been doing so for quite some
time already. Now that more actions are materializing on
behalf of the Games, ” concluded Andrade Garín.

Mr. Mario Vazquez
Raña, PASO President.

PASO Extraordinary Assembly

The PASO General Assembly
in Acapulco.

Excellent Results in Acapulco

C

OPAG General Director offers a general assessment after the status report delivered
during the PASO Assembly Extraordinary Session,
recently held in Acapulco Carlos Andrade Garín,
General Director of the Guadalajara 2011 Pan
American Games Organizing Committee (COPAG)
has described the delivery of the status report
by the committee during the PASO Assembly
Extraordinary session in Acapulco as a total success. He also stated that the proposal for the
anti-doping laboratory approved by WADA will
be unveiled soon as well as the result of the final
negotiations with the company that will be in
charge of television broadcasting.

“The fact that a deadline has been established
is something fabulous for us, since it has given
us the urge to perform the necessary procedures
to find the solution to the two unresolved issues:
the anti-doping laboratory and the negotiations
with a company to produce television broadcast.
Andrade Garín assured that CONADE is taking
care of the solution for the anti-doping laboratory that will handle all the necessary testing
during the Pan American Games.
With an outline of more than 100 points, the
report presented during the PASO Assembly Extraordinary session emphasized two main points,
which helped envision the shortest path to get
real solutions.

Toronto 2015 and Guadalajara 2011
exchange Ideas

Members of both Organizing Committees come
together In an exercise focused on the continued improvement of the Pan American Games,
the Organizing Committees for both the Toronto
2015 and the Guadalajara 2011 Pan American
Games met to identify problems already experienced by the 2011 team.
Ivar Sisniega, COPAG Director of Sports and
Operations, led the meeting where topics like the
opening ceremony, media services, volunteers,
technology, transportation, marketing, the Pan
American Village, services in the host city and
subsites, among others were openly discussed.

Ian Troop, General Director for the Toronto
2015 Games, led the Canadian representation
which was made up of six members including
Bob O’Doherty, Sports and Venues Vice President.
For approximately four hours, ideas were exchanged including the identification of delicate
issues that may present natural obstacles during
the organization of an event of this kind.
One of Canada’s main concerns was the logistics for the opening and closing ceremonies. In
the case of Guadalajara, the venue for the ceremonies, the Omnilife Stadium, is adjacent to
the Pan American Village and this helps to vastly
reduce transportation expenses for those two
events.

Model of the Pan
American Village.

The Spirit of
More than 5,000 people
attended the event.

The countdown is under way

G

uadalajara is ready to welcome the XVI edition of the
Pan American Games and so, the city let it be known by
unveiling a countdown clock.
The Minerva Roundabout, a symbol of the city, was the
perfect stage to celebrate this occasion spearheaded by the
Organizing Committee for the 2011 Guadalajara Pan American Games (COPAG) and their main representatives: General
Director Carlos Andrade Garín, COPAG Vice President and
Guadalajara Mayor Jorge Aristóteles Sandoval and Director
of Sports and Operations Ivar Sisniega Campbell.
With cheers from more than 5,000 spectators, the count-

down began followed by a fireworks show that lit up
the city’s skies.
Before kicking off the musical entertainment segment of
this celebration, a very emotional video showing the city’s
readiness to welcome America’s Fiesta was shown. After
that, Pan American Games Ambassadors “Banda El Recodo”
and pop group “Belanova” performed the best of their repertoire for their adoring fans.
“El Recodo,” the famous group from the state of Sinaloa
captivated the crowd with their songs, which quickly had everyone dancing. “Belanova” worked up the spectators with
their energetic songs.

Pan American

Belanova and Banda
El Recodo become
part of the Pan
American Games.

Banda El Recodo and Belanova, the newest
Pan American Ambassadors

O

ne year ahead to the Guadalajara Pan American Games,
the celebration has kicked off with a press conference
where musical groups El Recodo and Belanova were named
Pan American Games Ambassadors.
Carlos Andrade Garín, COPAG General Director, gave an
award of recognition to Belanova and to Alfonso and Joel
Lizarraga, members of the musical band El Recodo in appreciation for their participation in America’s Fiesta.
“To be a Pan American Games Ambassador is a good way
for leaders in their field to use their popularity to move people,” mentioned Carlos Andrade Garín.

At the event, COPAG Marketing Director Horacio
de la Vega also expressed his gratitude to the artists
for the support they are giving to Mexico, specially to
Guadalajara.
“Sports are the best way to positively bring continents together,” mentioned Belanova’s lead singer, Denisse Guerrero.
The Ambassador Program for the Games aims to promote the most important sporting event in the American
Continent. Named ambassadors include El Recodo, Belanova, world-ranked golfer Lorena Ochoa, boxer Saúl
“Canelo” Álvarez and Formula One racer Sergio “Checo”
Perez. In the future, ambassadors from other countries
will also be named.

I am Pan American
500 taxis were outfitted with
Pan American stickers.

Taxi Drivers Join in Pan American Excitement

A

t the Nuevo Progreso Bullfight Ring, an agreement
was finalized signed between the 2011 Pan American
Games Organizing Committee, the Office of Economic
Promotion, the Board of Tourism, and the central organizations of CTM and CROC unions.
“Next year, we will be welcoming approximately over a
million and a half tourists who will be coming for one reason: the Pan American Games, not to mention the other
hundred thousand visitors who come to other events and
you are the first faces they will see, and we should keep
in mind that we want to make sure they call for our cabs
again, that they visit our touristic sites, and we should
make a good impression on them,” said Alonso Ulloa
Velez, Secretary of Economic Promotion.

On the other hand, Aurelio Lopez Rocha, Secretary of
Tourism pointed out that training courses will be offered to
taxi drivers in Guadalajara, which include Basic English lessons.
At this meeting attendees included: Alonso Ulloa, Secretary of Economic Promotion; Rafael Yerena, General Secretary of the Confederation of Workers in Jalisco; Antonio
Alvarez Esparza, General Secretary of the Revolutionary
Confederation of Workers and Peasants (CROC); Raul
Juarez, Secretary of the Confederation of Workers of Mexico (CTM) in Jalisco; Martin Lopez, General Secretary of
the Union of Workers at the Wheel; and Federico Torres,
COPAG Director of Media Services, who attended in representation of both Emilio Gonzalez Marquez, President
of COPAG and of the State of Jalisco, and Carlos Andrade
Garin, General Director of COPAG.

Events on the Road to GDL 2011

Archers compete for a pass to
the continental sporting event.

Mexico Rules in Archery Championship

M

exico tops the competition with 237 medals
After six days of competition, the Pan American Archery Championship wrapped up, crowning Mexico as the top
winner with 127 gold, 79 silver and 31 bronze medals to give
a grand total of 237 medals.
The second top medal winner was the United States with 100
medals, followed by Venezuela in third place with 88 medals.
The finals from this Pan American Championship beamed
with excitement due to the fact that the countries that participated in the event will return to Guadalajara to celebrate
America’s Party next year.
The cameras, scoring system and other technologies used

served to show that Guadalajara is ready to carry out the
most important sporting event in the American Continent.
In addition, the city continues getting competitively stronger
ahead of the 2011 Pan American Games.

Medals standings
Pos. Country
1. México
2. USA
3. Venezuela
4. Colombia
5. Cuba

Gold
127
59
40
35
30

Silver
79
34
40
50
16

Bronze
31
7
8
7
4

Total
237
100
88
92
50

Events on the Road to GDL 2011
The competition was just a taste of what to
expect for the Pan American Games.

Champions Crowned in Puerto Vallarta

T

he NORCECA Beach Volleyball Circuit Bicentennial Cup
wraps up.
The physical strength and mental prowess of Puerto Rican
duo Yarleen Santiago and Darian Acevedo were felt during
the final match for the gold that was played in the tenth
phase of the IV NORCECA Beach Volleyball Circuit.
The islanders took the gold after defeating Canadian duo
Elizabeth Mahoney and Heather Bansley in two sets with
partial scores of 21/15 and 21/19.

Martha Revuelta and Xitlali Herrera, representing
Mexico Team 1, faced off with the American team for the
third place, with the Mexicans taking the bronze medal.
In the men’s category, Cuba’s Yoendri Kindeland and
Sergio Gonzalez played an almost perfect match and with
their potent serve managed to beat Mexico’s Juan Virgen
and Aldo Miramontes, leaving them in second place.
The audience was grateful to the teams for their participation, recognizing the effort both duos put in despite soaring
temperatures that climbed above 30 degrees Celsius.

Events on the Road to GDL 2011

The competition was held
in Puerto Vallarta, Jalisco.

Pan American Triathlon Championship

P

uerto Vallarta, Jalisco hosted the 2010 Pan American
Triathlon Championship which was held at the Puerto
Vallarta Port Authority (API) and was part of the events for
the Bicentennial Olympic Festival as well as the series of
events on the Road to Guadalajara 2011.
In the men’s division, medal winners included American
Matt Chrabot with a time of 1:54’48”, the second place
went to Costa Rica’s Leonardo Chacon with 1:55’58” and

American Jarrod Shoemaker took third place with
1:56’02”. The best Mexican triathlete was Francisco
Serrano who clocked 1:56’21” thus taking the fourth
place.
In the women’s division, Brazil’s Carla Moreno took the
gold clocking 2:04’52” while Americans Gwen Jorgensen
and Jullian Petersen took second and third place, respectively. Mexico’s Claudia Rivas finished in fifth place after
clocking 2:07’34”.

Events on the Road to GDL 2011
Mexico’s fastest
cyclists competed
at the Pan American
Velodrome.

Velodrome Hosts Elite Championship

T

he National Elite Cycling Championship welcomed cyclists
from 11 Mexican States at the Pan American Velodrome.
Competing at the event were the delegations from the
states of Sinaloa, Nuevo Leon, Aguascalientes, Mexico, Baja
California Norte, San Luis Potosi, Queretaro, Baja California
Sur, Coahuila, Chihuahua, Jalisco, Sonora, Quintana Roo and
Puebla as well as from other entities like the National Center
for the Development of Sport Talent and High Performance
(CNAR) and the Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM).
The state of Nuevo Leon finished in first place after accumulating 17 medals.
The first day of competition certainly brought out the ex-

citement as Jalisco cyclist Jose Ramon Aguirre scored
the first gold medal for the state after winning the men’s
points trial with 17 points. Aguirre defeated Mexico State’s
Luis Pulido, who took second place with 46 points, followed
by Nuevo Leon’s Cristian Medina with 30 points.
Aguirre and Pulido met again in the individual pursuit trial
but on this occasion Pulido beat Aguirre; the third place went
to Jalisco’s Diego Yepez.
On the last day of competitions, the State of Nuevo Leon secured its overall victory after obtaining 5 gold medals, sealed
by the performance of the women’s team, made up of Jessica
Jurado, Sofía Arreola and Giuseppina Grassi, after winning
the team pursuit trial.

Telcel Tennis Complex

Andre Agassi was one of the celebrity athletes
who opened the Telcel Stadium.

Officially Open Pan American Tennis Center

T

his past October 16, international tennis “giants” Andre Agassi and Jim Courier led the official opening, in
center court, of the Pan American Tennis Center. With this
event, the venue was officially named Telcel Stadium as the
cellular service carrier is now an official sponsor of the Guadalajara 2011 Pan American Games.
The tennis stars were accompanied by Mexican players
César “Tiburón” Ramírez and David Roditi as well as officers
from the Organizing Committee for the Pan American Games
including General Director Carlos Andrade Garín; Marketing
Director Horacio de la Vega; Vice President Aristóteles San-

doval; COM Vice President Ivar Sisniega and Telcel Assistant Marketing Director José Marcos Linares.
Andre Agassi, the most anticipated celebrity athlete to
participate seemed pleased to be part of such an important
event for the city that will host the upcoming Pan American Games and to be the first player to set foot in Telcel
Stadium’s center court.
“I came to Guadalajara for three reasons: first, the excitement that people are showing toward this sports celebration; second, this is the city of Tequila and third, for the
mariachi,” expressed the winner of four Grand Slam titles,
Andre Agassi.

Infraestructure Advances
Current status

September 2010 status

Venue

Telmex Athletics Stadium

% Progress
% Progress as of the las report
Completion date
Location

10%
5%
May 2011
Ángel Zapopan Romero
Sports Complex
Current status

September 2010 status

Venue
% Progress
% Progress as of the las report
Completion date
Location

Pan American Village
45%
30%
August 2011
El Bajío del Arenal

Current status

September 2010 status

Venue

Scotiabank Aquatics Center

% Progress
% Progress as of the las report
Completion date
Location

92%
87%
March 2011
Parque Metropolitano

Current status

September 2010 status

Venue
% Progress
% Progress as of the las report
Completion date
Location

CODE II Gymnasium
90%
80%
March 2011
CODE II Sports Complex
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Athlete´s Dinning Hall
Panamerican Stadium

Athletics
CODE Alcalde
Wheelchair Basketball
Revolution
Boccia
CODE Paradero
Cycling
Revolution
Football 5 a side
San Rafael Park
Goalball
Revolution
Judo
Avila Camacho
Powerlifting
Metropolitan Park
Swimming
CODE II
Table tennis
Metropolitan Park
Wheelchair Tennis
Revolution
Archery
Avila Camacho
Sitting Volleyball
Last day of elections
Closing ceremony
Village closing

Sport

Tue

7

Parapan American Village

Village opening
Start of elections
Opening ceremony
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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11
12
13

Venue

Mon

Location

Competition

Pan American Athletics Stadium
Dome
Multi Purpose Dome
Pan American Velodrome
Hockey Stadium
Handball Complex
Multi Purpose Dome
Pan American Volleyball Annex Gymnasium
Pan American Aquatic Center
Multi Purpose Gymnasium
Pan American Tennis Center
Pan American Archery Stadium
Pan American Volleyball Gymnasium
Athlete´s Dinning Hall
TBD
Parapan American Village

Venue

Final

Elections

Opening and closing of the Villa
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